FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

August 3, 2022

CALL FOR ART

This is a call for art by persons with Parkinson’s Disease. The art will be featured in an art show
and sale to be held in Austin, TX from Sept 29 - Oct 22, 2022. The show is sponsored by The
Quiver (https:thequiver.org), a Texas-based non-profit focused on encouraging and promoting
art by people with Parkinson’s. The show is being held at Something Cool Studios
(https:somethingcoolstudios.com), a well-established art studio in vibrant east Austin, TX.
Eligibility
Artists with Parkinson’s Disease are invited to submit artwork in the following mediums: paint,
photography, mixed media, sculpture, and others, subject to approval.
Submitting Artwork for Approval
Artists must email a completed Artwork Submission Form to TheQuiverArtShow@gmail.com
by Aug. 26, 2022. The Quiver staff will email approval and shipping payment information to
artists by Sept. 5, 2022.
Shipping Approved Artwork
Once approved, the art must be shipped via UPS with a signed Artwork Shipping Form
enclosed. Ship to arrive by Sept 19, 2022 at this address:
The Quiver
3201 Esperanza Crossing #208
Austin, TX 78758 USA
Please note: The studio has a limited amount of space and we are a small team. We are
dedicated to showcase each artist’s work/s in the best possible way. Your timely submissions of
artwork for approval will help us 1) inform artists of accepted pieces so they have time to pack
them well, and 2) encourage artists to ship as soon as possible so they meet the Sept. 26
deadline.
Payment
Artists will receive their proceeds via PayPal or Venmo, typically within 48 hours of the sale and
no later than one week after the conclusion of the show.
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FAQs
Q: Is there a fee to submit art or to display the art once approved?
A: No.
Q: What is the artist’s split of the proceeds?
A: The artist receives 40% of the retail sale price of the item, net of any transfer fees (i.e.,
Venmo, Paypal).
Q: How do I ship my art to Austin?
A: All art must be shipped via UPS to the address indicated on the Artwork Shipping Form. The
Quiver agrees to pay for shipping the art to Austin at the baseline insurance level but nothing
else (e.g., packing materials). Once you completed the Artwork Submission form and have
received approval to ship your items, you will receive a UPS Account Number that you may use
to send your art.
Q: What is the maximum size?
A: 3’ x 4’ is the size limit (0.91 meters x 1.22 meters).
Q: What other requirements do you have for the artwork?
A: All paintings and photography must be framed with wire in place for hanging (except for
international pieces as necessary and subject to prior approval by The Quiver.)
Q: Who is hanging the art?
A: Professional studio staff will arrange all art pieces between Sept 22-28, 2022.
Q: When does the art show and sale begin and end?
A: The show and sale begins Sept. 29, 2022 and ends Oct. 22, 2022.
Q: How will the show be promoted?
A: The Quiver and Something Cool Studios are already executing their plans and strategies to
generate interest over the course of the four-week show, which includes numerous special
events, affiliation events, and an Opening Night celebration.
Q: What if my art does not sell?
A: If a piece does not sell, the artist may choose to have it shipped back at the his/her expense.
Payment for all return shipments must be received prior to its being shipped and with a
deadline of 30 days after the end of the show. If the artist chooses not to have the art returned,
he/she relinquishes all ownership claims to it.
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Q: Is unsold art insured during shipping back to artist?
A: It is the standard practice of UPS to assign a baseline insured value of $100 to all items,
which is covered by the shipping fee. Artists may choose to declare a value in excess of $100
and pay the additional fee to UPS when paying for return shipping.

Q: Is my art insured during the show or while in storage in Austin?
A: No. The art will not be insured while being held in storage by The Quiver or on premise at
Something Cool Studios, which is a well-established studio that takes the security of its
premises and the artwork contained therein very seriously.
Q: Why must the information for each piece of approved art be submitted by September
15, 2022 when the art does not have to arrive until September 19th?
A: Studio staff need time to make the labels for each work of art and prepare artist bios and
statements.
Q: What is The Quiver?
A: The Quiver is a 501(c)3 non-profit dedicated to several goals that promote the creative
works of persons with Parkinson’s including the economic well-being of PD artists by helping
connect them with a broad audience and consumer base.
Q: What is Something Cool Studios?
A: Something Cool Studios is a well-established art studio in vibrant east Austin.
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Artwork Submission Form
Email this completed form with two well-lit .jpg images of each piece of art to
TheQuiverArtShow@gmail.com no later than Aug. 26, 2022.
Artist Information
Name:

Date:

Street Address:
City:

State:

Country: ________________
(If Outside the US)

Email Address:
Phone Number:

(inc. Country Code if outside US)

Artist Bio

80-120 words

MS Word or iOS Pages are accepted.

Artist Statement

100-200 words

MS Word or iOS Pages are accepted.

Artist Agreement
I recognize that The Quiver is a non-profit entity seeking to act in the best interests of
artists. By sending this Artwork Submission Form I hereby agree with all terms and
conditions set forth herein.
Print Artist’s Name

Date

Artist’s Signature
Payment Preference
Circle one: Paypal Venmo

Payment/Account ID:

Submissions
Artists may submit up to five (5) pieces of art. For each piece, include two well-lit .jpg
images, an Artist’s Statement (Stories sell!), and submit the information as outlined
below.
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Artwork #1
Name of Piece: _______________________________________ Year Created: _________________
Medium: __________ Dimensions: _______________________________
Starting Price ($USD): ___________________Reserve Price ($USD): ____________________

Return if Unsold Yes: __________ No: __________Include Insurance: __________
Artwork #2
Name of Piece: _______________________________________ Year Created: _________________
Medium: __________ Dimensions: _______________________________
Starting Price ($USD): ___________________Reserve Price ($USD): ____________________

Return if Unsold Yes: __________ No: __________Include Insurance: __________
Artwork #3
Name of Piece: _______________________________________ Year Created: _________________
Medium: __________ Dimensions: _______________________________
Starting Price ($USD): ___________________Reserve Price ($USD): ____________________

Return if Unsold Yes: __________ No: __________Include Insurance: __________
Artwork #4
Name of Piece: _______________________________________ Year Created: _________________
Medium: __________ Dimensions: _______________________________
Starting Price ($USD): ___________________Reserve Price ($USD): ____________________

Return if Unsold Yes: __________ No: __________Include Insurance: __________
Artwork #5
Name of Piece: _______________________________________ Year Created: _________________
Medium: __________ Dimensions: _______________________________
Starting Price ($USD): ___________________Reserve Price ($USD): ____________________

Return if Unsold Yes: __________ No: __________Include Insurance: __________
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Artwork Shipping Form

Artist hereby agrees with the following terms and conditions with respect to any and all
art that the artist would like offered for sale in the show. The art must be shipped via
UPS in time to arrive by Sept 19, 2022.
• The Quiver agrees to pay for shipping costs (at the baseline insurance level) via UPS
to Austin (at the following address: The Quiver, 3201 Esperanza Crossing #208,
Austin, TX 78758 USA). If a piece does not sell, the artist may choose to have it
shipped back at the his/her expense. Payment for all return shipments must be
received prior to its being shipped and with a deadline of 30 days after the end of
the show. If the artist chooses not to have the art returned, he/she relinquishes all
ownership claims to it.
• Artist acknowledges that the art will not be insured while being held in storage by
The Quiver and while on the premises of Something Cool Studios.
• Artist is responsible for indicating his/her preferences on pricing for each piece,
including the Starting Price and a Reserve Price.
• Starting Price is defined as the retail price (not including any applicable sales
taxes) at which the artist would like his/her art offered for sale.
• Reserve Price is defined as the minimum acceptable price set by the artist in
advance of the show. The artist is not obliged to provide a Reserve Price.
However, if the artist provides a Reserve Price, doing so grants The Quiver sole
discretion to change the price at which the art appears for sale at any time during
the course of the show without any obligation to notify or obtain approval from
the artist. The reduced price of an art piece will go no lower than the Reserve
Price, even if that means that the piece may not sell.
• The Quiver is a non-profit entity, seeking to act in the best interests of artists. As
such, the artist will hold The Quiver and its agents harmless should it act with mismal- or nonfeasance of its responsibilities as outlined in this document or in
connection with any implicit or explicit commitments otherwise made. The artist
further recognizes that this document takes precedence over any communication
between the The Quiver and its agents and any artist either before or after this form
was signed and dated by the artist.
• Apart from his/her proceeds from the sale of his/her artwork, the artist waives any
claim to any revenue that The Quiver may receive during the course of the show,
(e.g., special event tickets sales or fundraisers).
Print Artist’s Name

Date

Artist’s Signature
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